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CHAPTER 1
RTJSKIirS EARLY LIRE AlID THE ENGLAIJD OP TEAT PAY.
The coming of the centenary of the birth of John Ruskin
must inevitably produce a revival of interest both in his life
and in his teachings. There are several good reasons for this.
Ruskin was a prolific writer on a variety of subjects. He was
an acknowledged master in the use of words, with a prose style
at once elastic and firm; full of beauty, but full also of
power; suited to express the refinements of a most delicate and
discriminating taste, or to voice the Sinai-thunders of prophetic
warning and exhortation. One cannot justly claim acquaintance
with the best literature of the last century, and at the same
time remain indifferent to the productions of this author. Merely
as a master of prose style, he will increasingly invite the study
of all who would be familiar with the best in English literature.
He must also receive generous attention from all lovers of
the beautiful. For beauty he had a genuine passion and seemed
happiest when he was spreading the contagion of its charm to other
lives. He made glad boast that it was his chief business to
help those who already had ears and eyes, really to use them for
genuine seeing and hearing. Pew men have so spiritualized beauty.
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He endeavored to lift it f-rom the level of the sensuous, and to
make it minister to the highest faculties of the human soul. He
was art-critic only to become a true art-prophet. For to him,
art, in the last analysis, was to be judged altogether in the
light of its constructive influence upon character. And seeing
that he so enriched the literature of art, and with such radical
teaching, he will increasingly invite the study of all real
lovers of the aesthetic.
But in all probability more than to others, he will become
the cynosure of all eyes to the social workers--to that rapidly
increasing number of men and women who are dedicating their
lives to the reconstruction of society, along such lines as will
give greater promise and hope to its handicapped members.
Each century has some dominant characteristic, and may be
roughly summarized in a single phrase. One is a century of dis-
covery. Another is a century of invention. And yet another is
a century of scientific progress. The present is preeminently
the century of social unrest and attempted social reform. But
though belief in the need of a readjustment which shall bring
about some sort of social justice is with us of today almost
a religion, it must not be overlooked that in Huskin' s day it
was far otherwise. Then was there only a vague discontent, wide-
spread certainly, but ill-defined and seemingly almost purposeless
not, as now, a world-wide and determined movement for social
oJ- bna .suorrenoB 3d& Jo level Bd& ?0:cX o;t bo'iovsofjfi© gH
gH .Ijjos en'd- Jo bet&lncBj d-eerf^xri 9r[j ’lo&stntin it ©jCjeni
,nirf o:J lo'i ©iJij- b Gwcc^rf o:^ ^XfiO oi^iio-J'TB bbt
edJ nl lerf ecf of bqvj .Bia^lBnB d'sel srfJ- nr
gciees LnA .le j'OB'iBxfo ncqif eoirenIJai svi^cjjioaxioc e^i xo ^trTgxI
iBOibBi rforja rfd tw fjix3 ,d‘'iB lo eiir^Bio j'xl erfd’ 6©ffc c^inG oa Gxf i-Bffd’
IBS'! IIb lo Q/fd" ec^^:v^x ’^I^rtiSBG'roni: II iw erf .QxixrfoBGj
^^'*4 .ox^GrfjBGB to sievol
snooed IX iw ©rf ^aiGff^c Ow xiBrfl ©rioci 'id‘11 lcfB<Xo7q ria nl cJr/S
•>;Il>iqB'i S’Brf^ od’--8'io5(.no^' Ibxccs ©rf;! SG'^e XIb xO e‘iiJ8om;;o ari^
icerfu jjnt^BOxiJGfi eia orfv/ nono^ f>^B noxn lo ledaxm 3fii 8Bn“£Cnx
II xw BB BoxiiX dofre snola .T^^eiooe lo no i^oxrio sno con eris- sovxX - '
-elfj ^0 ^*xn.tnGo b si onr .©sBirfa el^ii fa b nf bGstiBnniJP ^liisnoi
el lerfJ-onB oe-z boA .ncf^nevi c lo ^r'rn;tnoo b el nerf^onA .\novoo
’^I^fxiGniniGeiq si d'naae'ig ©((T .seoi^ciq ollx^naxos lo ’^'inuiiGo b
uxrS .cnolGi Ib toos />©;fqaieij‘a finn i’seinn lafooa lo ^jn/oneo eriJ"
3ncicf Ilarfa rfotiiv? &aecnJasj\bBoi a lo been odd ni Jelled sfs^cdd
dBocrln Jo bit rfXivr si oci^sxrt larocs lo. inoB snoa ^nocffi
^1 '^bI B'nljfsiT;; ni ^Bn- hoUccInevo ed don deun dt ,no t^llen a
-eijxr .J’ne^noosifi oit^bv b ensrf^ sav? nedT .Gsfv'isrfd-o tsI bbv;
a9lGEoq*ix/q iPonln "^I^n ifxeos baa beniJeb-lll dud ,-\^XniBo igo J5asiqe
laiooe lol -nemevcn nonimed’ef) bna ellw-IInoT*'. a ,ron ea ,^on
reform. Ruskin v/as the John the iiaptist going before to herald
the coming of this change . For while Carlyle v/ith biting satire
had been a champion of the spiritual as against the gross
materialism of his day, and \7hile he had heaped contemptuous
scorn upon the idle and inane rich, and had shovm splendid
sympathy with the toiling poor, yet he had not attempted any
clear analysis of the natural relations bet7/een the material
and the spiritual, nor of the reflex action of Labor upon life.
It was reserved for liuskin to blaze tliis road "where highways
never ran," He was philosopher in that he sought to fathom and
interpret the social life of his day. He was prophet in that
he put the problems 'which gre'w out of that social life, and
likewise their solution, in an ethical setting. He sought to
bring the entire social life, especially that portion which had
industrial connections, into perfect articulation with moral
and spiritual laws.
In this praiseworthy effort he was far ahead of his time.
Quite naturally he suffered those keen censures and cruel mis-
understandings which invariably come to any prophet of a new
and better order. And their poignancy v/as not lessened by the
fact that frequently these came from literary: colleagues. His
views of course were not free from grave exaggeration; such
usually characterizes the •”ork of any honest iconoclast. He
doubtless frequently followed not only the impracticable, but
the fatuous. Harts of his program 'wore but the visions of a
jln'iod ot aiolod -nxiios sdi- ndou oSt suw ftiilBL'JT .mOxeT
o'T£vB8 ’%cixd'id iCdxvj 9X''jXTi^C> oXirfVv' lo'^i . ©i^xi^^o. sxriJ* xo ^nxcioo odX
8301 :5 ' orfj tsxiixs-^ ss. tiiqs orU xO xxoxqxi-axlo s nsod ^bj{
E'jOirj'rrnodKO 0 jboqooii ^sif orf oXiifv.' Xfi3 8xrt *o ^8XX8X'^6‘:^.>/u
i)x£»jn?Iq8 nv/orfa q&d ,doxi anfini Ms eXbl od^ noqL- niooe
s doa 5«rf os ^ox ^toofr ’^siliod’ ed^ rIJ'iw 'iittsqarrs
Xsx'tod’sn ofld nooi. j dd exioxJ’oXoi Xsis'-*’ an arTi *to sie’jXsris lOoXo
.o^xX nccfi lod/iX xO xioftos xoX^si Grit 'io loc ,.rsx:tx'riq3 oxi^ Ms
3 v.swrf''ii fi Gioxiw" boot aixii’ ossXd ©:) ni^ush. *iOx jo/'icCjOI 3.w dx
Xru) LioxfJ-si oi- dii^ixoa s-l .^-isxid si ladrosoXiiiq asw el icy on
Xsifj" fii Xsdcroiq asn oH .\,sb axri al:iX Xsxooa odd
ba.3 ,©XiX Loxooa tariJ” fsso W9is xi^^isw snoXcfoiq ossf J-ns orf
od dxft^L'oe gH .gniw'-Xoa Xsoxxi^o hg rii .noi^xrXoe -tlod^ oGxT.'GixX
03d aoitiorr Xaxtx vXXstoaqao ,exlX Xsiooa oix^J-ne orit sxxxirf
Xniofc d>n-n iioiosXxJoxt'is Xoo>ioq odxix , axioxtoosno.. XsiiJ-.ax-^Mx
.
av;sX Iand i 1 xg 8 bns
. ooi 8ixi bSGxls IS*! cisW' srf Yio^xO \^fLl’*io'i.’08 is*ig 8 cxid *xx
-sia XOiXTo bns aoursner. nooi 9ac.d.t bonaline oxi ^XXxsmd'nri oixxxp
vroxt s 1o i’orfgoiq y\3 od" 9itioo YXdsiT.'ivni xicxX’v c^ibxis tciebr^
orfX cd bonoaaoX Jon esv/ ^onsn^iog iloxld bnA .lobio lo^lod bnc
\
8x11 .oon^^seXXoo %jrxrcGtcX rtcil .ocjsg oeerf^t '’jXtxianpoii (tsi{d d'psi
dona ;xioxdsie'?i3s:xo c/siti noil ooil ^or
dll . ^fex^Ioonoi;! taonoii :a8 lo jIio 9'fi-
oi9t: oamcc lo ayelv
ioaxiolosisdo ^XXxinan
tnd
,
9Xdsoii"osigni; ©ifl X^xxo don bov/oXIOx '^Xdiisnpail aeeXddnob
s lo anoieiv oxtd dnd oiow csuxoig six: lo cdis'_ .enondsx odd
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of a dreamer, as he himself, after considerable experimentation,
seems to have learnod. Too often he failed to make a place
in his equation for that not always thoroughly understood
quantity virMch is called human nature--a quantity however that
cannot be neglected simply because it is not understood, nut
after making all these deductions, and no effort should bo made
to minify them, there still abides true greatness with both the
man and his message. Time is vindicating him as a social seer.
The somewhat tardy, but now quite general, incorporation of his
principles into the social legislation of Australasia, hurope
,
and America is one of the wonders of the last decade. I'he
initial impulse which he gave to the v/hole social movemont must
in time be appreciated. Ho true history of social reform can
be written v/hich does not make honorable mention of his name.
That Huskin should become such a loyal champion of Eng-
land's poor, appears the more remarkable in the light of his
inheritance and early environment. Ho was in large measure the
child of generous opulence and culture . The father was a
wealthy wine merchant, who in pursuit of his trade traveled
extensively in England and on the Jontinent, being accompanied
usually by both the mother and the son. The home, evidently
well-governed, v/as the center of that refinement which comes
from acquaintance with the best in religion, art, and literature.
There v/as abundance of means to gratify every reasonable desire;
,no xts^nofni-r orp:o fjlcfSToljiiSftoo ,'i.rosaii or{-eJ3 ,'rofrrfi9Tl' b
oosicf J3 o^fsa. oJ’ 58ll3*^; od tiotlo ooT
^
.benissl eVBri ot apsoe
' boG'J’D’xeI)!isj s-^svde &3£[& lol iroid’^jjp© axil ni
*£-s,'V9V.’0f{ 3--oiirJ'a£i' nsnjjif i)oIXfio ai '^J’idriSJL'p
. f)OoJ’a*X9i)ii5J ton si txioannosd '^jlnr.iis i)ed'05lson od toiiUBo
oXniTi od Xlno.is. tToYto on X>na
,
snoitonijQi) oaoiid’ 11b :^nl:{Bi:, 'io&Ib
I
odt dtorf rftiw aaonias'i^ onit aof)id3 II its oTorio ,a9rft od
.noos Iniooa a aa nid snitsoidntv ai orni.T .o^^eaeon sid linn nnni
aid Ip no rtanOCT 0on i .IxTiono:?} o&tsip von dnd .•'ilTSd tsdror-ios ed^
,
opoTirll
,
oiaiiUCnTdanA lo xioitaIai3.oI iBiooa odd odni ac-Iqioni'iq
9dx‘ . olooel d33l odd ^o stoAhot/ odd lo ono ai aciToniA Ans
darra dncr*oYoa laiooa plorfy; odd od ovxn od rioidT/ oeinqni laidtni
nno moloT Ini.JOB do \7iodair( onrd oH . Jbodxj iooTccn od oaid ni
.Oman aid do noxdnon: oldsToncrf' ojTarj don aoof) dxidv,' noddlTTr od
-^nli do floiqoodo iB'^oI B dnra oraoond jlnods ni'AetrH dajdt?
aln do dn-^tl cxid ni oX-cin^'Tnnor OTC^n old oT^ocrn .tooc a' jnal
.-
'-i
odd oTUSBor* oi^tbI ni qbkt o,l .dnecincixYno yIToO pnB oonatiTorfni
3 cjj^v: TOfCdnl odr .©'indln; hnn ooneirqo ancTono*;, do Mi do
XoIoYBTd oi)3Td aid lo dii/sixrq ni odv .•An-idOToa ohX.t v^ridlBcvr
ijoinoqaoxon ?jnioa .dnenidno^ oxid no dnn on-M^n:?! ni ^oTianodico
;Idnoi)iYo
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oaod od. .xios oxdd 6nr^ t odd on odd ddcd \^q z^lBssav
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. oTx;j3TodiI Sn ,dT3 ,ncisiIoT ni daod ond dd X.v odnBdninupoo non*
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I
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and the son lived such a sheltered life that he attained his
manhood without having come in contact with the sterner side
of life. Hf. was, therefore, wholly unfamiliar with the sharp
and cruel struggles of the handicapped toilers who in mill and
factory were carrying on the rapidly developing industrial life
of the nation. Because of this lack of touch with the sub-
merged people his efforts at social amelioration were often
criticized as unreal and insincere. ”At twenty," he wrote, "I
had never seen death, nor had I ever seen, far less conceived,
the misery of unaided poverty.'" He declares that his father's
ideal for his son's future was that he "should enter at college
into the best society, take all the prizes every year, and a
double first to finish with; marry Lady Clara Vere de Vere
;
write poetry as good as BjJ^ron's, only pious; preach sermons as
good as Basuet's, only Protestant; be made at forty. Bishop of
Winchester, and at fifty, Primate of England." All of which
compels a student to marvel how, out of such opulent inheritance
and environment, and away from personal and parental ambitions,
there should come such a flaming prophet and friend of England's
poor.
Turning from this brief survey of some of the domestic
forces which played upon and helped to mould the young reformer,
it will be of benefit to study somewhat carefully the industrial
and social life of that period. Indeed, this is necessary if one
1 Praeterita i 431 2 Praeterita i 141
alfi beniB^tsi eif e!trl & rfojrs beviX noe gfCJ- Idhs
ofjia 'lernsifa orfd- rfj-iw d-o/?^noo ni onoo snivBrf d-jjorfif 'c7^ boorCrrsin
gisjfa Gf{d- rf:t.LvT T^iltns^nr; \;IIoifvr , s'lo'ieisrf;}- ,8avs->H .el-tl "lo
Jbne Crirn nt orf'^- aiolcot 5sgqso iX>r[X5rf ecfX “io BGl^^irata Isirio f^ns
©^il Xsf'xvurfifif gnraol9v©6 ijXfbrgjsi erf;t no ^nf.’;s'iiBO snox'^ •^jnod’osl
-cfna erfl rftrw rfono^ "lo 2loi?I aiif;}’ to oanaoea' .nci^fin orfX to
Lis'^lo 9'xev/ no i: Xbio i;1 9£nB iBiooa eXiotlo airf elqosg f)92i9m
I”
,
9 ^ 0 'ir 9rf ".vitnov:^ J-A” .Gi^enrani /jub laeinn ,9b fiesio c:^i•Io
,j59Vi©I)nOO 389l IBt ,n998 19V9 I f/Brf lOH ,f(tB9i) n998 19V9a fiBlf
8^£^ soiBloef) 9H " '.’^d“i9V0CT bobtBnjJ to 93 1:a arfj’
s^elloc tB loJ-fte iilnorfa” Off XurfX gbw 9*a:xjo;rt e'noa elf( tol lB9&i
3 bn.3 ,TB9'^ •'£*fOvo assiia orft XIb otLbX ,’^ueioo8 cfaecf erft oJ’ni
;
oteV o5 sieV main -^baj ’^tnan ;rf^iw rfalnit of :^a 1 it oXcfjJo-b
8B anoffiioe /foBoig ;anotq ^ilno -,8 'norr'^fl aa boos '^nJocq eXliw
to qorfatil ,'^d"iot Xa ebam 9cf ; XiiBXeoXoi^ir *^Xno ,8'X©ifQBa sb boos
rfoirfv; to XXA ” .bnaX^nS to eismina ,',r^tit Xb bna ,i9X89ffoniW
oonaXiierfat XnsXnqc rfona to Xxro; ,^OiX Xsvibci oX Xnobi/Xa b aXocffaoo
.anotXtcfme iBXnGiBg bna Xanoaieg noit "^bv/b bna , Xnonno'i ivne bns
3’biiBXsnJf to bns tit bna XorTgonq sninaXt a rfojre ©noo bXiroffe s'lOffX
.nooq
oiXaoffTcb srfX to omos to '^ovnira tscncT KirfX r.ont
/len'io^e'i siinoTi srfX bXnom oX bsqlsrf bna noqrj be'^jaXq rforrf^' esonot
lainXenbrti sifX ^XIxrtsTBO Xarf'"JOfr!oa \;b;jXs oX Xttenocf to 9cf XXlw Xr
.,yj
©no ti \,iBBaoo9a si slrfX ,boebnI .botioq XarfX to stiX Xaicoe bna
Xi‘X t BtcnoXoan^f S X5> t sXf'ieXosiq X
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is at all to imdorstand the real setting of his work.
fhe fourteenth and fifteenth centuries saw iingland in trans-
ition from the mediaeval to the modern. That transition had
several marked characteristics, one of the most pronounced being
the new ideal of government. After the accession of nonry vll
the sphere of government v;as uo nstantly extended until it gave
regulation to almost all economic interests. This was in accord
with the spirit of the age \vhich in political affairs expressed
itself in a change from absolutism to constitutional government,
naturally this resulted in a strengthening of government and an
enlargement of its functions. The lav; of 1571, passed to en-
courage the industry- of making v/oolen caps, may be cited to
illustrate this tendency. This lav/ required that every person of
six years old and over should wear on Sundays and holy days a
v/oolen cap made in Lngland. Thus the nation at that ii mo was
accepting to the full the policy of paternalism in government.
A reaction, however, was to be expected, accompanying the
great economic changes of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, knov/n as the "Industrial devolution", was a marked
change in the ideals of government. There v/as a decided swinging
back from the exaggerated paternalism of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. There appeared a very^ genera.1 conviction
that men should be industrially free to do as they chose, so long
as they do not flagrantly infringe upon the rights of others.
-o-
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This viev7 found expression in the writings of all the leading
economists of the day—notably omith, ivdll, Malthus, and ^<icardo.
Thus Adam ^mith v/rites in his "Wealth of nations", "The patrimony
of a poor man lies in the strength and dexterity of his hands;
and to hinder him from employing this strength and dexterity in
what manner he thinks proper, without injury to his neighbor, is
a plain violation of this most sacred property. It is a manifest
encroachment upon the just liberty both of the v/orkraan and of
those who might be disposed to employ him." These economists
endeavored to construct their teachings upon an impregnable
scientific foundation. They not only assorted that it was unjust
to interfere with men's natural liberties, but even attempted to
shov; by an analysis of natural laws, that government interference
v;as absolutely pov/erless to remedy the defects to v/hich it addressed
itself.
Thus the England of Kuskin’s early manhood had entirely/ accepted
the "laissez-faire" doctrine of non-interference. She had adopted
the policy of complete individualism--of universal and unrestricted
competition. Every man v/as to remain "unrestricted, undirected,
unassisted, so that he might be in a position at any time to direct
his labor, his abilitj-', his capital, his enterprise, in ar^r
direction that might seem to him most desirable." Individualism
and competition were given largest acceptance and practise.
But this economic theory
,
though universally applied, failed

to produce anything approximating ideal social conditions.
There was, to be sure, a vast increase of wealth, and ..ngLand
came to industrial supremacj^. But this supremacy 'vas purchased
with an appalling price. Classes of the people were reduced to
almost hopeless miserj'. The few possessing resources of coin
or intellect vvere able to adjust themselves to the nev/ conditions;
but tlie man^ who possessed scant resources, and who were accustomed
to the fostering influences of the old paternalism, could not
easily make adjustment to the new industrialism, and were too often
reduced to a poverty almost indescribable. Y/omon and children
were brought under the yoke of bondage not yet v/holly lifted.
Hours of labor and conditions under which toil w^as carried on
v/ere regulated only by the selfish interests of employers. In
the great industrial centers the condition of the poor workers
became a festering v/ound for the healing of which there seemed
to be no physician. ’’The mills were small, hot, damp, dusty/
and unhealthy. The rapid growth of the manufacturing towns
made rents high, and consequently living in crowded rooms necessary.
The factory towns were filthy^ crowdec!
,
and demoralizing,
compared alike with their earlier and their present conditions.” 1
This v/as the England of the early nineteenth century. She could
make proud boast of industrial progress. But she had not yet
I
begun to recognize the great lav/s by which a nations industries
react upon the life of the people. She did not appreciate that
1 industrial and Social History of Enirland uu £27,256
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the new industrialism was giving birth to many and mighty social
problems. It was in the rnid-sea of these problems that huskin
came to manhood. It v/as to an attempted solution of them 'I hat
he dedicated the later years of his unselfish life.
Xi-ixooa :me .ftiicf ani;'/-is mailatTtairiinx wort
J-B.rij- atnalcfo-iq asorfd- to *^93-5xfj ofCt ni anw J-I .ameldoiq
norCt T:o noiil-;Jloa LoJ-qiaed-J-.i xis 0u> 3X5T7 .fioo.'LriBn <yf Gf.iao
.olxX- rtaxlXoenr: airf .1:0 QZR'^r, 'lod-ul o;[d- XetBOxboIi oil
CHAPTER 11
KUSKIH IIJ TRAHSITIOH ER01.I ART CRITIC TO SOCIAL RERORIvER.
V/hosoevor has followed iiushin at a distance, rather than
near at hand, has probably thioiipht of him chiefly as a student
and critic of art. That he v/as something of a m.aster in tliis
direction is of course true; but that this was his chiefest
contribution to human welfare is by no m.eans true. To art
studies he gave his earlier years, and all of his work in that
direction v/as animated by the most intense moral passion. But
about 1860 there came a marked cliangc in his mission and message.
He became greatly interested in the conditions of life and work
of England's poor, especially those 7/ho v/ere engaged in industry'.
From that time to his death, his nen, his voice, and his v/oalth
were devoted to their 7/e Ifare .
In order to understand this transition and the causes which
underlay it, a brief outlook upon those years devoted to art
study and criticism is necossarj^. It has already been noted
that his childhood was passed in an atmosphere of refinement
such as would lead naturally to a life of culture. While yet
young, he had ambitions to attain to prominence as a poet. Though
these ambitions v/ere to suffer disappointment, he early^ did some
pretentious 'ork in prose which attracted wide attention because
of its genuine literary merit, and the v/ide study of art of v/hich
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it gave evidence; and also bocaiiso of the daring art principles
^
which it sot forth. i<hen he was twenty- four he published the
first volume of “Llodern fainters", and this was soon followed
by four companion volumes, by the "Seven Lamps of Architecture"
and by the "Stones of Venice."
The key to his interest in art work has been given by
Hr. Ruskin himself. He was an intelligent and minute lover of
nature, he declares that the beginning of his y;ork depended
primarily not upon his love of art, but upon his love of mountains
and sea. The "patience in looking, and precision in feeling"
v/hich marked his earlj nature study, and the "absolute accuracy
of diction" taught by his mother, are set fortli as the great
helps to his pov/er of keen analysis and lucid expression.
The basic effort in all his studies is to emphasize tl]e
relations between true art and life— between art and character.
He insisted that "realism", or the study of the facts of life,
and "idealism", or the use of the imagination to beautify, are
by no m.eans contradictory. He taught that all art must toll the
truth--must be based upon a patient and accurate study of its
subject-matter in nature. Ho heaped generous praise upon Turner
because he held that his canvasses were thus truthful far more
than were those of the post-haphaeli te schools of Italy and
nngland. That ho built his combined "realism" and "idealism"
upon a foundation of "moralism" his own words declare.
-II-
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"The picture v/hich has the nobler and more numerous ideas,
ho'^rever a’.vlrr/ardl;; expressec
,
is a greater and better picture
than that v;hich has the less noble and less numerous ideas, hovr-
ever beautifully expressed."! "Perfect taste is the faculty of
receiving the greatest possible pleasure from those material
sources v/hich arc attractive to our moral nature in its purity
and perfection. "2 "Ideas of beauty are the subjects of moral
but not of intellectual percept ion . "S
It is thus clear that in all his art studies nuskin had
an intense moral passion. Behind canvasses and columns and
arches and domes he sees humanity. And. whatever fails to make
contribution to hman welfare is unv;orthy art. i?’or while
technique is of consequence, yet the supreme thing is the message
to which technique gives expression. "All art which involves
no reference to man is inferior or nugatory", and. all art '.vhich
involves misconceptions of man, or base thought of him, is in
that degree false and base. "4 "In those books of mine their
distinctive character is the-r bringing everything to a root in
human passion or human hope. iCvery principle of painting which
i have stated is traced to some vital or spiritual fact; and in
my own works on architecture, the preference accorded finally
to one school over another is founded on a comparison of their
influence on the life of the workman. "5
But about 166 u Ruskin turned from the congenial field of
%
1 modern ii'ainters vol. 1 p 12 Z Modern i'ainters Vol. 1 p S4
2 modern Painters vol. 1 p 52 4 indern Painters vol. 4 p 2u5
5 Llodorn painters vol. 5 p 2ul
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aesthetics to that of social criticism. At first glance this
seems a singular step. But viewed in the light of the motif of
his art work, it v/as by no means illogical. Indeed it was
inevitable. His deepest and most vital interest v/as always in
human life and human character and in the forces operating upon
and determining the nature of these. Profoimdly interested him-
self in the beautiful in nature and art, he became greatly
aroused over the apparent indifference which the great majority
of the common people displayed tov/ard these, 'ihis to him was an
almost unpardonable fault. vThat explanation was to be had for
itv At first ho assumec that it v;as largely because their
attention had been directed to poorer art, and they had boon led
to accept wrong art principles. 'a.hese seemed possible of
correction, oo he zealously set about the enunciaLtion of what
to him 'vvere correct art principles, and the direction of the
people to his own greatly admired I'urnor and his colleagues. Jr>ut
he soon discovered that these efforts failed utterly to provoke
any general extension of interest.
V/hat then was the difficultyy The real trouble lay deeper
than any vindication of 'xurner or any particular school. It
was of the people themselves. And yet, not wholly the fsult
of the people. Their failure to respond to the high and holy
call of beauty was not so much because they lacked powers of
appreciation, as because they were so over-burdened and bound by
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the fetters of dail^. toil. I'heir lives v;ere so brutalized and
^
coarsened by long hours of unremitting labor, by the heartless
conditions under V7hich that labor v/as done, and by the hovel
environment which their poverty compelled them to endure, that
they v;ere thus utterly unfitted to make any appreciative response
to the challenge of the beautiful, cither in nature or in art.
"It is not the love of fresco that we v;ant; it is the love of
God and nis creatures; it is himiility, and charity, and self-
denial and fasting; it is a total change of character. You want
neither walls, nor plaster, nor colors it is Giotto and
Ghirlandago and angelico that you v/ant, and that you will and
must v;ant until this disgusting nineteenth century has--i can't
say breathed, but steamed its lastl"!
"For my ov/n part 1 v;ill put up with this state of things,
passively, not an hour longer. I aj;n not an unselfish person, nor
an evangelical one; i have no particular pleasure in doing good;
neither do i dislike doing it so much as to expect to be rev;arded
for it in another world, iiut i simply cannot paint, nor read,
nor look at minerals, nor do arything else that i like, because
of the misery that i knov; of, and see signs of, where i know it
not, v/hich no imagination can interpret too bitterly. "2
Toward the end of 1857, he v.'-rote to his friend, Charles
||^ iiliot iiorton, at 'Cambridge, mass., "It must be a grand -thing to be
in a country that one has good hope of, and ’.vhich is improving;
1 Gollingwood, "Life and V/ork" Vo 1.1 p 126
2 "Fors", First letter
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instcad of as 1 an, in the position of the '.vicked nan in one of
the old paraphrases my r.other used to toach me.
ij’ized in his house he loans; his house
And all its props deca^
;
ne holds it fast, but while he holds.
The tottering frame gives vra.y . ' "
Then later in this letter, he sonev;hat softens the mournful out-
look, v/hile he again adds, "Truly, however, it does look like a
sunset in the east today."
Throe years later he wrote to the same friend, "V/hen i
begin to think at all, i get into states of disgust and fury at
the way the nob is going on meaning by mob chiefly the aris-
tocracy; that i choke and have to go to the ±5ritish museum to
look at kenguins till i get cool."
Thus huskin’ s changed mission and the logical steps by
v/hich he came to it, become clear, no saw the masses denied that
soul elevation through the medium of reflection upon and love for
the beautiful, v;hich he so greatly enjoyed and which he believed
was a uod-given right to all. un the one hand were to be seen
all the woes of hopeless misery and poverty : on the other hand
multiplied luxuries and often vulgar ostentation, krom these
his soul recoiled, ne could not turn back. He must go forward
to the crossing of his liiibicon, to the dedication of his future
to the redress of social uTongs and the reconstruction of the Vvhole
social order.
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PassionatG social reformer though he was, and versatile
critic of almost ever;;; feature of the existing social order,
j-et RUskin never set forth a full, complete and systematic body
of teachings, su.ch as might naturally have been expected from
him. He first gave exuression to his social message in, “Unto
This Last,” published in 186u. This was doubtless inspired bj
the strikes then prevalent among the laborers of England, and
especially among those engaged in the building trades. The first
three chapters were published by his friend Thacker^^ in the
Cornhill L^agaz-ine . " I'hese, however, provoked such a storm of
ridicule, that rhackery reluctantly wrote that only one more
chapter would be printed. Hot only were scorn and derision
directed at the economic and social philosophy set forth, but
Ruskin was advised to return immediately to his art-studies.
Tmd in many of the criticisms there lay evidently a none too -we 11
concealed implication that he 7»^s utterly unfitted for the new
task to which he was addressing himself.
But Euskin had "put his hand to the plough" and 'would not
turn back. He gave his message somewhat fuller elaboration in
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"I'inie and ?ide", published in 1867; in "Ilunera Pulveris", pub-
lished in booh form in 1872; and in "Pors Clavigera”, a,n e:d:ended
scries of ’’Letters to the v/or^men and Laborers of Great Britain,”
appearing from 1871 to 1884. 'i'he fundamental motive of these
v/as a desire to ameliorate the -.videly prevalent social misery.
That he tenaciously held to the general outline of his first
pulbished message is apparent from his statement made in 1888, that
he should be satisfied that all the rest of his boohs should be
destroyed rather than his ’’Unto Phis Last.”
A cursory glance at the orthodox political economy of that
day as taught by Licardo, li’Culloch and James Hill v/ill reveal
hov/ revolutionary v;ero the views which the new reformer advocated.
In the first place he protested against the limitations v/hich
those ./riters imposed upon the subject. 'Jitli them, political
economy had to do only with industrial sc ience--v7ith raw material,
with the labor employed thereon and with the comT)leted product.
And they offered vigorous opposition to the 'widening of its scope
so as t 0 include what they contemptuously teined the sentimental
relations of industry. In a measure, they thus isolated that
part of life devoted to the production of comiio dities, ignoring
completely the relations between that portion, and the rest of the
life of the Individual engaged therein, as well as ignoring the
influence of industry upon society. To them the ultimate v/as
commodities rather than the influences which the production of
,
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coTnnodities exercised upon ti::e lives of the proiucors.
Ag-ainst this interpretation Rusk in hurled both ridicule and
argur'.ent. he assailed it as inexcusably narrov/, declaring th^t
instead of being a true science of political oconony, it v;as
but a science of cannercial .vealth, since it dealt only -.vith
wealty as "utilities ernbodied in material objects and possessing
a money value." He grounded his system in life, making that 'he
final goal tovyard uhich everything must miove . "The real science
of political economy, -.vhich has yet to be distinguished from the
bastard science, as medicine from witchcraft and astronomy from
astrology, is that v/hich teaches nations to desire and labor for
the things ti-at lead to life; and .'/hich teaches them to scorn fjnd
destroy the things that lead to des . ruct ion. " "This is the object
of all true policy and true economy: ’utmost multitude of good
men on every given space of ground' --imperatively 'Iv/ays, good,
sound, honest men, not a mob of white-faced thieves."
Airj other treatment than this, ho regarde" as unscientific
because it lacked unity, taking into account only a segment instead
circle of life. Into the :;;ercant ile and the industrial the '.vhole
range of soci-'^l affections articulate. One’s labor links itself
necessarily with his total life. Attention m.ust be given not
only to the products of industry but also to the influences '.vliich
the processes of ^production exert upon the people. The prosperity
of a nation cannot be determined by the ledger columns v/l ich give
1 Unto This Last p 66
2 Athena p 91
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the total values of coraraodities produced. The final criterion
is the quality of the mental and moral and physical life of
her citi52ens. Does the labor of the people tend to make this
life rich and strong? Humanity must not he considered in the
light of a money-making machine alone. The social affections
must ever he considered, for they "operate chemically" making
complete change in one's whole character. To neglect these
is to neglect one of the chief elements in the problem.
And just because x^uskin saw that the "social affections"
were not being considered; because he saw on every hand men
and women and little children being brutalized by the heart-
lessness of the industrial--because all about him was helpless
misery and despair rather than happiness and contentment, his
prophetic soul could not keep silent. He began and carried
on his holy crusade with the battle-cry, "There is no wealth
but life--life including all its powers of love, of joy and
of adioiration. That country is the richest which noursihes the
greatest number of noble and happy human beings; that man is
richest who, having perfected the functions of his own life
to the utmost, has also the widest helpful influence, both
personal, and by means of his possessions, over the lives of
others.
”
Again, the old economic school of Hill and Ricardo put
vast emphasis upon the value of competition in production and
1 Unto This Last p 83
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distribution as a factor in determining both wages and prices.
Each man was to be left free and undisturbed without any
interference from the state. It was claimed by Adam Smith
that the "invisible hand" of a man's own self-interest would
inevitably guide him in the way that would be for his own
and society's welfare,
i^uskin, on the other hand, regarded unrestricted competition
as a poison in the industrial system, an unmixed evil. It was
of benefit neither to the work nor to the workers, "Then the
worker was so motived, or rather so driven, he would lose all
of that fine delight in his task which is ever an important
factor. He would be aiming at quantity rather than excellence
of product, and would not be moved by the inspiring thought
that he was making vital contribution to the welfare of society,
and there fore must do his best. All of M^ich led Huskin to
declare that competition could be defended on neither moral
nor utilitarian grounds. "Government and co-operation are in
all things the Laws of Life; Anarchy and Competition the Laws
of Death.
Equally vigorous was his denunication of competition as
a means of determining wages. His opponents argued that the
operation of the "natural" law of "suuply and demand" would
secure to the laborer a naturally just wage. Huskin contended
that "The abstract idea of just or due wages is that they
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will consist in a sum of money which will at any time procure
for (the laborer) at least as much labor as he has given. And.
this equity of payment is-obeerve, wholly independent of any
reference to the number of men who are willing to do the work."
"The natural and right system respecting all labor is
that it should be paid at a fixed rate, but the good workman
employed, and the bad workman unemployed. The false, unnatural
and destructive sustem is when "he bad workman is a^ lowed to
offer his work at half-price, and either take the place of the
good, or force him by his competition to work for an inadequate
sum. "
"In practice, according to the laws of demand and supply,
when two men are ready to do the -’ork, and only one man wants
to have it done, the two men underbid each other for it; and
the one who gets it to do is underpaid. But v/hen two men want
the work done, and there is only one man ready to do it, the
two men who want it done overbid each other, andthe workman Is
overpaid."
The goal toward which Ruskin moved is thus clearly seen.
He desired that the nation's life should be so ordered as to
produce the supreme riches, which, to him, consisted in "the
greatest number of noble and haupy human beings" the pro-
duction of "souls of good quality". To this end he strove that
industrial life should be so ordered that so far as possible
all who toiled should possess a happy and contented mind, that
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they should be able to prosecute their work under the most
P friendly conditions, have generous time from labor for cultural
pursuits, and be pa.id wages adequate to enable them to procure
from others such services as would make life to be worth while.
This was the worthy goal toward which he set out. It is now
in order to glance at some of the methods by which he hoped
it might be reached.
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CH/PTEP. IV
RUSKIN’S PROPOSED METHODS OF SOCI/^L RECONSTRUCTION.
First of all, Ruskin urged that far greater care should
he given to the securing of the right sort of human materia.1.
Indeed to him this was fundamental, A Nation should give not
less attention to the production of sound human beings, than
it v/ould give to the breeding of sound flocks and herds. The
vital importance of this ma^e him impatient with those who, be-
cause of prudishness, or stupldi-^y^ gave it no serious con-
sideration. A virile and useful society cannot be developed
from children who are ill-born. Transmission of hereditary
disease must be prevented. Criminals must be denied the
responsibilities and duties of parenthood. The race at its
fountain head must be kept, so far as possible, unstained. Hence
the authority of the state should be so exercised as to give
to all marriages a wise supervision. "It is enough, I think, to
say here that the beginning of all sanitary and moral laws is in
the regulation of marriage, and that ugly and fatal as is every
form and a.gency of licence, no licentiousness is so mortal as
licentiousness in marriage. Permission to marry should be the
reward held in sight of its (a nation’s) youth during the entire
latter part of the course of their education; and it should be
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granted as the atteate.tion that the first portion of their lives
has been rightly fulfilled, The granting of it should be a
public testimony to the fe.ct that the youth or maid to whom it
was given had lived a modest and virtuous life, end had attained
such skill in their proper handicraft, and in arts of household
economy, as might give well-founded expectations of their being
able honorably to maintain end tea.ch their children.”!
But it is not enough that the sta.te exercise reasonable
I)recautionary meo.sures, that only desirable children shall be
born. It must assume the responsibility for providing each child
with a free technical and liberal education. And. though this does
not necessitate the separation of the child from its home, it does
aim, nevertheless, at a very definite and minute supervision of the
child’s life by the state. This education must purpose the har-
monious development of all of the child’s powers. It must seek the
cultivs.tion of body and mind and heart.
A somewhat different curriculum was advised for the schools of
the city from that used in the schools of the country, /fter a
secure founde.tion of general culture had been laid, there was to be
built upon it a sound technical education, by which the child
should be prepared for its life work. For one of Mr. Huskin'
s
favorite theories was that every child should be ta.ught how to do
some definite work. Furthermore, not only would this supervision
of the child’s education fit the child for a place in life, but if
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properly exercised it would discover for whet particuler work the
child was best adopted.
Just at this point is found one of those seeming inharmcnies
which has subjected R\iskin’s teachings to the charge of being
utterly inconsistent. But upon more careful investigation the
inbarmony is seen to be more apparent th8.n real, /siweys he ex-
pressed the most utter contempt for the doctrine of equality.
Thus in speaking of America he says, ”The /Imer leans as a nation
set their trust in liberty e.nd in equality, of which I detest the
one and deny the possibility of th other.” On occasion he seems to
sanction a system of caste so firm as to make it almost impossible
for a youth to pass from one stratum to another. He did not by
any mea-ns regard all labor as equally honorable; indeed the more
lowly kinds of toil he considered little better than a form of
sla.very, for both mind and body. Children of unskilled laborers
were likely to be fitted only for unskilled labor, while on the
other hand the children of the professional and ruling classes
were naturally fitted to care for tfe professions and for admini-
strative work. "I know the unconquerable differences in the
clay of human nature; and I know that in the outset, whatever
system of education you adopted, a large number of children could
be made nothing of.”l
If Ruskin had paused here he might well have been charged
with inconsistency. For one could pertinently inquire why a
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oystein of educe.tion should be devised to discover, and then
cultivate, the natural aptitudes of a child, if those aptitudes
were always predetermined by the work in which the child’s parents
were engaged. But Ruskin taught no such determinism as this, end
any such represente.tion of him is manifestly unfair.
”Thi8 enormous difference in bodily a.nd mental capacity has
been mainly brought about by difference in occupa.tion, and by
direct maltreatment; and in a few genera.tions
,
if the poor were
cared for, their maxriages looked after, and sanitary law en-
forced, a beautiful type of fa.ce and form, and a high intelligence,
would become all but universal.”!
To get the coarse and uninviting work of the world done he
suggests e.s a possible solution that Christian end altruistic
people voluntarily undertake to do at. certain portion thereof.
Evidently, hovTever, he feared such a display of true brotherhood
would not be realized, for he adds that probably there would
always exist a large class of the mentally feeble or inefficient
who would be fitted only for drudgery. Besides this the punish-
ment of crime could be erre,nged by assigning the worst criminals
to the hardest and most dangerous sort of toil, and thus greding
the work according to the nature of the offense committed.
Another feature strongly axivocated by Ruskin we.a strict
supervision of labor. This supervision sought to secure two
important results. It aimed first at the welfare and happiness of
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owd Biooee od ddsi/Oe noXaiv*i©qi/0 aid? .nodnX lo noitoivibqjjB
lo taienlqqed bna ©xollBir ©ifd d£ dmll hemiii dl .adXuooi dnBd'ioqinl
the laborer, and in order to secure these both the hours and the
conditions of labor were to be carefully watched. The worker wa.s
not to be mechanized. The second objective of this supervision
was the production of goods of such excellent q.uality that the
producer would find delight in their manufacture, and the consumer
in their use.
While at first Ruskin favored the state exercising this
sui^ervision alone, he later somewhat modified this teaching. This
fact, however, should not be interpreted as any departure from his
belief in the widest paternalism to which he always held. He
aflvised the laborers in each particular field of industry to bind
themselves together into "Laborers’ Guilds or Unions." Through
these organizations, oversight could be had of all phases of
industrial life, but especially of the ^iuality of the goods pro-
duced. Such organizations would not be intended to prevent those
outside their membership from engaging in the sa.me pursuits
.
naturally, however, those laborers without would be deprived of
certain a^ivantages which the members would enjoy. And furthermore
the consumer would be more likely to purchase goods produced under
the careful supervision of the Guilds, inasmuch as this would almost
inevitably guarantee a better quality of work.
As has been before suggested, Mr. Ruskin was a sincere be-
liever in a natural aristocracy growing out of inheritance,
aptitudes, and culture. To this aristocracy the work of the pro-
fessions, of the fine arts and of government was to be committed.
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Those engaged therein were to he supported hy the state, in order
that they rclght be freed from the ohilling influences which an
uncertain income would produce, and which would prevent the beat
and fullest work* Thia ?.'o.a but a reaiipeerance of his teaching
relative to the more humbler toilers * Hia persistent advoco-oy
for them was that they might have a regular and sufficient wage
to enable them to po rform their daily work with contented and
happy minds
,
But while Ruskin advocated limitation of hours of labor, and
the most favorable conditions of toil, he strenuously opposed all
forms of idleness* ^r\d, to him, the idle rich were more of a
menace than the idle poor. Shirkers, and confirmed idlers, were
to be dealt with in the most heroic fashion* If one were unable to
secure employment for himself, the state should see that some
employment was provided* ”Any man, or woman, or boy, or girl, out
of employment, should be at once admitted at the nearest govern-
ment shcoo 1, and set to such work as it appeared on trial they
were fit for, at a fixed rate of wages determinaole year,”l
When the laborer, either trhough accident or sickness, or
111-hoalth, has become incapacitated for further effort, he must
not be permitted to suffer. The state owes him attention and
support. This was univerally recognized as a duty of the state to
certain classes of its citizens, even to some who by virtue of
superior education and lorge se.lery had been able to make provia ions
1 Unto This Last Preface
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for such emergencies. Why, Ruskin asks, is there any more dis-
grace in receiving aid from the parish than a pension from the
^ centrs-l government? And he answers his own q.uestion hy declaring
that if there be any disgre.ce, it is with the latter class which
has been the more able to care for itself.
”A laborer serves his country with a spade, just as a man
in the middle ranks serves it with a sword, pen or lancet; if
the service is less, and therefore the wages during health less,
then the reward when health is broken, may be less, but not, there-
fore, less honorable; and it ought to be >iuite as natural and
straightforward a matter for a laborer to take his pension from
his parish as for a man in higher rank to take his pension from
his country."!
Again, Ruskin advocated a sympa^thetic oversight of each
individual and family such a.s would emphasize the idea of human
brotherhood. As he looked about he saw multitudes of lives in
which no one appeared to have the least interest, save those who
wished to convert them into productive k3.bor. The prevailing
individualism, with its heartless competition, we.s utterly forget-
ful that man was a "social animal," craving friendship. To him, it
seemed an infinitely worse condition than prevailed in the feudal
era, for then, even the most lowly serf felt that he belonged to
some one who had a personal interest in him and who, if need were,
would give him protection; but the industrial era was permitting
1 A Joy Forever pp 92 , 93
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individuals and families to grow up in ognorance, to dwell in
deepest poverty, and to drop into death, without society dis-
playing any concern whatsoever. This, he declared, should have
immediate correction. Some sort of ecclesiastical, or, better
still, of state oversight should be exercised, which would show
a friendly concern for the welfare of each individual and family.
Thus would be given such helpful instruction and sympathy as
would give inspiration to all, but especially to the very poor
and the lonely.
Perhaps in nothing has Mr. Puskin been more persistently
and unfairly misrepresented than in his attitude toward
machinery. It has been declared over and over again by prejudiced
critics that he opposed the uee of all machinery. Such statement
is entirely false. He viewed machinery, as indeed he viewed every-
thing, wholly in the light of its influence upon human life. But
he held that the multiplication of machines h©^ resulted, too
largely, in the machanization of the Is.boeer, which had been carried
80 fer that it was robbing the Is^borer of the la.rger intellectual
stimulus. Instead of one man doing all the various parts of work
in the production of a commodity, as he had done under the old
system, and conseq.uently having a just pride in the finished
product as his own handiwork, he now performed but one simple part
of the work of production; or, even more truly, he but tended a
machine while it did the work. This extreme division of labor
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Ruskin held to be injurious to the '^elfai'e of the toilers, and
declared that such limitations would have to be imposed upon the
use of machinery an would correct this evil.
Such machinery as was actually needed, he believed could be
largely driven bj’- either wind or water. His chief opposition was
to steam-driven machinery, because he believed the use of such
ma.chinery to be contrary to human welfare. Coal must be mined to
make the steam, /nd coal mining with its manifold evils he con-
sidered to be unsuitable work for any human being. Then, too, the
burning coal filled the atmosphere with smoke and dirt, begriming
everything and constantly spreading its blank cloud across the
country’s beauty; and to destroy the beenty of nature we.s for
Ruskin to destroy one of the most nourishing foods for the human
soul. He further based his opposition to steam-driven ma.chinery on
the ground that the great industrial centers which it developed
ma<ie impossible, by their foul air, their cheap and ugly architec-
ture, and their genera.l Sv^ualor, a he,ppy, a healthy, and a contented
people.
And now as one makes hasty review of the message of this
greatest social prophet of the la.st century, two words stand forth
in clear outline. These words are, humanity, and justice. What is
right? What is for the welfare of society? These are his twin
questions. And with him, as with every true prophet, whs.t is the
one, is at the same time the other. Standing with him at the fur-
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j^ace of his own soul, heated seven times hotter than we,s wont as
he looked out upon the awful wretchedness and misery of the submerged
industrial classes, one ca.n appreciate the genuine agony which he
experienced. One can understand the burning words with which he
strove to stir Sng^nd to a new industril and social life, ”The
and and the moth have cells for each of their young, but our little
ones lie in festering heaps, in homes that consume them like graves;
and night by night from the corners of our streets, rises up the cry
of the homeless, was a stra-nger and ye took me not in,”l
"How far is it lawful to suck a portion of the soul out of a
great many persons in order to make one very beautiful soul? We
live, we gentlemen, on delicatest prey, e.fter the manner of
weasles; tho.t is to say, we keep a certain number of clowns digging
and ditching in order that we being fed gratis, may have all
the thinking and feeling to ourselves, "2
"The guilty thieves of Europe, the real sources of all deadly
war in it, are the Capitalists—that is to say people who live by
percentages on the labor of others; instead of by fair wages for their
own, "3
"For my own part I will put up with this state of things
not an hour longer, I simply cannot paint, nor read, nor look
at minerals, nor do a.nything else tha.t I like because of the
misery that I know of, and see signs of where I know it not.
1 Mystery of Life p 126
2 Sesame and Lilies p53
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&.<3 .trfow sew n/jrft loi'cToif bQBJt^ nsvse ,.l0oe uwo Bid 1o
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which no imagination can interpret too bitterly,” 1
The pe.ssion which these burning words reveal makes it clear
^'iiat Ruskin could say, ”Woe is me if I preach not the gospel of
social amelioration,"
/
1 Fors 1 p 5
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CHilPTER V
HUSZIiJ'S ATTELIPTS TO PUT HIS SOCIAL THEORIES IHTO PPjICTISE.
One^s life is the final test of one’s teaching. How
nearly does conduct conform to message, is a fundamental
question. Under this query Huskin’ s work by no means breaks
down. It is hard to say whether one’s surprise is greater at
the daring and iconoclastic message which he uttered, or at his
courageous and generous attempts to square his conduct by that
message. He gave unstintedly of his time, by free lectures
before v/orking men, to carry forv/ard the campaign of education
which he had advocated. He founded institutions which he be-
lieved would greatly elevate the toiling masses, giving most
generously to their support. He gave bountifully to indigent
relatives and acquaintances. Uorthy calls even for strangers
were not allowed to pass unheeded. He inherited a fortune of
nearly one million dollars, and had a considerable income from
his prolific pen, yet at his death he left little save his
charming home at Coniston.
As has been noted before, Ruskin utterly disbelieved in
determining v/ages by competition. He held that wages should
be not the least sum for v^;iich the particular service could
be procured, but rather a sum sufficient to enable the worker
^ to live in contentment, and to procure from others such ser-
vices as would make life worth while. As proof of his sin-
cerity, he never inquired as to the wages offered in the open
market, but paid what he thought was just, considering the ser-
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vant's interests
,
as well as those of hinsolf, ’’I pay rny sor-
sorvants exactly wliat wages I think: necessary to mahe them
comfortable. The siim is not determined at all by competition;
but sometimes by my notions of their comfort and deserving,
and sometimes by theirs.”
;7hen he was making purchases, especially of things of
large value, he did not pay what the article v;ould bring in
the open market, but rather what he conceived it to be worth,
taking into consideration the amount and quality of labor de-
voted to its production. Thus frequently when he had oppor-
tunity to purchase a work of art or a collection of minerals
for but a fraction of their actual v;orth, he either paid a
larger price or refused to buy, because though able to pay the
smaller price asked, he was unable to pay the larger price v/hich
he considered just and fair.
It is of special interest also to observe with what care
Hr. Ruskin sought to apply his ovm teachings to the printing,
the distribution and the sale of his books, fhat these might
be conformed, to his v/ishes, he kept, so far as possible, their
entire control within his ov/n hands. Only material of good
quality entered into the books, .'/hen possible, hand-made paper
was used. He insisted that the mechanical work should be v/ell
done. All the processes were carried on with an eye to the
physical, mental and moral well-being of the workers. Iliddlo-
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men were allowed neither commissions nor profits. Indeed the
whole system of middlemen’s profits, and unknown commissions,
were to him an abomination. The purchaser of one volume could
buy as cheaply as could a bookseller, though he bought many
volumes. This scheme of publishing and distributing was modi-
fied in later years. It was a most desirable change, since it
brought a reduction of prices, and consequently a far voider
reading of his message.
But the chief social experiment in which Llr. Ruskin en-
gaged, was the St. George’s Company or Guild. The early part
of ”Pors” tells of his passionate desire to find some practical
ways of relieving the distress and misery which were all about.
Later letters give details of the scheme which he was maturing.
Mention has already been made of his ardent dislike of the
then rapidly multiplying industrial centers, and of his belief
that such concentration exerted an unv/hole some influence upon
the life of the people, Ee was pained to see many persons turn-
ing from country life, and agricultural pursuits, to these con-
gested cities. Agriculture he considered as the true basis for
a strong, self-supporting, national life, llov? could the peo-
ple be taught this truth, and the drift to the industrial
centers be halted?
The 2t. George’s Company was to be the reply. A tract of
land was to be purchased. Cultivation was to be carried on by
X
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hand labor so far as possible, and when the use of machinery
was unavoidable, it was to be water-driven, fhe laborers
were to have the most favorable conditions of employment, and
the children were to receive a general and teclinical education.
As the scheme developed, plans were made to reclaim bar-
ren land. Homes were to be built by the tenants for themselves.
All produce of the land, save a tithe which should go to the
Guild, was to come to the tenants. An artisan class 7/as to be
added later, tliat the society might be able to maintain itself.
Indeed St. George’s was to be the actual ideal Commonwealth.
A reading of sene of the articles which ’’Companions of the Guild"
were expected to sign, will reveal something of the burning
passion for social righteousness and human uplift that inspired
the endeavors of Husk in.
"Article 1. I trust in the living God, Hather Almighty,
maker of heaven and earth, and of all things and creatures,
visible and invisible,—^Vnd I will strive to love Him, and keep
His law, and see Eis work while I live."
"Article 11. I trust in the nobleness of human nature,
in the majesty of its faculties, the fullness of its mercy, and
the joy of its love. And I will strive to love my neighbor
as myself, and, even when I cannot, v/ill act as if I did."
"Article lY. I will not deceive, or cause to be deceived,
any human being for my gain or pleasure; not hurt or cause to
•Abe hurt, any human being for my gain or pleasure; nor rob or
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cause to iDe robbed, any human being for my gain or pleasure."
"Article Yl. I v/ill strive to raise my ov/n body and soul
daily into all the higher powers of duty and happiness
;
not
in rival ship or contention v/ith others, but for the help, de-
light, and honor of others, and for tins Joy and peace of my
ovm life . "
But evidently the enthusiasm of Ilr. Buskin for the scheme
was not shared by many others. His own contribution was swift
and generous—about 550,000. A year later he declared that "Hot
a human creature
,
except a personal friend or two, for mere love
of me, has answered."
At the end of three years, during which he had received
about J600, he wrote, "Had I been a sv/indler the British pu-
blic would delightfully have given me two hundred thousand
pounds instead of tv/o hundred, of which I might have returned
them, by this time, say, the quarter in dividends; spent a
hundred and fifty thousand pleasantly, myself, at the rate of
fifty thousand a year, and announced, in this month's report,
with regret, the failure of my project, owing to the unprec-
edented state of commercial affairs induced by strikes, unions,
and other illegitimate combinations among the workmen,"
At the end of four years he ha.d received about $1850 con-
tributed by twenty-four persons, fhis necessitated delay in
launching the project. He v/as too wise to make a premature
^begimiing and thus endanger the capital. In 1875 a gift of
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three acres of rocky land with eight dilapidated cottages was
received. In 1S77 a small farm of fourteen acres near Sheffield
W0.3 purchased. During the same year twenty acres of woodland were
contributed and later other small portions of land were ajdded.
But the experiment was by no means the success which Mr. Ruskin
ha/i hoped. It must be noted, however, that this partial failure
in no wise disproved the truth of any of his ca.rdinal principles.
It proved only that no one was willing to help him test the
validity of those principles.
The St. George’s Society, however, was not founded in vain.
It was parent of the Ruskin Museum at Sheffield which is an unique
memorial to this greatest social prophet of the last century. Here,
according to the wish of its founder, are ga.thered the very best
things of nature speaking to human life; and also the products of
the finest human skill, challenging man to do his noblest and his
beat. About the walla are placed some of the choicest selections
from his writings. And so closely have his wishes been complied
^ith, in the selection and arrangement of materials, that his very
spirit seems to dwell therein.
/
One other experiment, to which Ruskin gave both heart and
purse, may be mentioned here. He advocated that workers should
le«rn to do skilled wnrk by rj^t crly because of the better
quality of goods produced in that way, but also because such work
greatly stimulated and broadened the intelligence of the workers.
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The rapid introduction of machinery wps bringing decay to all
hand-industries. Especially was this true of weaving and spinning.
Mr. Ruskin became greatly interested in the struggle which the
hand-workers in this industry, in the Isle of Man, were making
in their competition with steam-driven machinery. At Laxey he had
a water-mill erected. He encouraged the farmers to do much of
their weaving and knitting at home; and he urged all to do their
work so honorably and faithfully that their product would be of
the very best quality.
Hot, even to scorching, sometimes, were the words he uttered.
This, he felt, ws.s no time for temperate suggestion or mild re-
monstrance, When he looked about him, and saw the needless and
Increasing suffering of the poor, his heart burned with righteous
wrath, and his prophetic soul was aflame with its message of
indignant protest. Tim0
^3 vindicating both message and messenger.
His words have found a mark, and that not alone among the ignor-
ant and the oppressed, but also among those of wealth and ed-
uca-tion. Slowly, at first, but nevertheless surely, Mr. Ruskin*
s
ideas were rooting in good ground. "Less a builder than a sower”
he may have been. But the sowing was necessary, and his age has
been the seed-time for many reforms of which our own age will see
the harvest home. Greater interest by the employer in the
general welfare of his workers begins to be manifest. Profit-
sharing is practiced here and there. And earlier than the most
sanguine disciple of Ruskin had dared to hope, England’s Parlia.ment
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has enacted practically every important feature of his phil-
odophy into a comprehensive program of social legislation. To
the study of that legislation the next chapter will be devoted.

CHAPTER VI
RUSKIH*S MESSAGE IN THE LIGHT OF RECENT SOCIAL LEGISLATION.
John Ruskin died in J8.nuary, I90O. Douhtlesa, like many-
other reformers, he considered that he he^ signally failed in the
work which he had endeavored to do. Rarely, however, has the
work of a prophet so speedily home fruit. Within a dozen years
of his death the England, which in moments of despair he had
regarded as almost hopelessly and heartlessly indifferent to her
poor and unfortunate classes, was directing the me.jor part of
her legislative activities to the uplift of these classes. In-
trenched privilege, which so long had remained unmolested that
it had become arrogant and impudent, was being called to give an
account of its stewardship. The government itself was undergoing
such modifications as -ffould make possible the admission thereto of
-^he poor man; and a scheme of social legislation more radical and
comprehensive than that of any other nation of the world—far more
so than that of the yoang America in which Ruskin professed in his
somewhat gloomy letters to Mr. Norton to have such hope—was being
enacted.
It would be just, neither to Mr. Ruskin, nor to his successors,
to make the claim that, wholly, or even chiefly, he was responsible
for this forward movement. Anything like an adeq.uate survey of the
IV HST^IAHO
.T10IT2U8I03J IAI008 TTiaOSfl 1.0 TIiCII HHT Yil aCA883lf 3’TfI^UH
’\:ni3ia jSasIJ-diroa .0001 * -vj-xsi/fu;!, ni bail) fil.IaifJI nx^ol^
erfvt rrJ- fcsXijtj'i ^IliJnsla hflrf 9i itBdS be'raManoo ad ^eiennolai 'xad.to
aril £jj9ri ,*i9TaT?ori .ob oJ‘ baiov^elna J^ari ori riolriw d'low
aT*99Y nasob b rilricMW .^luT^ aniod ob J-oriqo'tq a lo d'low
bad ed 'ilaqc.eb lo eJrranioffl rrl rioJtriw ,bn8lsn?T aricf dtaab eid xo
i^.ri oJ" ^noiolllbni Y-^eaalJ’iQeri baa xleaelaqod -teomlB ae bfft'ia^^ei
to tolaa 9d& s^lJa8^i:b eayr .casaela 0C^e^I/j‘^o^^w ba^^ ^ooq
-nT .aaBBflIo aoeriJ” 1:o cf^llqi/ od& od' eel&lvl&oa "tad
J'adS beSeelottscjjj beatameT: bad snol oa riridw tagallvl'iq b9ric^e^^
ae avig oJ" beXiBO anXad aaw , J-nabj:;q!!il bna J'nB^o'i'is aenooed bori J-t
3^Xo5'^^b^y sow qiaeJ’i ^nammavos adT .qXrieb'Lewate Btl &nuoooa
*to o.^arradJ' noXeelaibo orit eldleeoq eyiem bXuow oa efloXdsoi'xXboin rioi/e
brijs laolbs'i stoa noiJ'jaXeisaX X.elao8 lo amadae a baa ^risai looq adj-
eiocp. ibI
—
bXiow i)d& lo nolJ’.on ladJ’o «tari^ njsdJ’ avlenadalqnoc
Bid nl beaeslo'iq fll:)feu?I dcXriw nl aolne,mK ^auox sd& lo Sado aad& oa
^aled eav—aqod rioi/e avjQd oJ* ^oX^oTI .*iH oJ" biaJJ'aX y^iooXs w'sdwacaoc
4
, be&vane
sioeBeacuB aid o& ion ^nXdsi/H .'xM Ou ^9dJi6^ ,XBL*t ad bXi/ow «tl
aldlsnoqea'i bbv ad nova no tX-I^Xodw jJ’jgri^ xalalo edd syLsa ob
sdJ" lo oit’Bx/pabs ns adXX nnXddYnA .J’naaiovoin boanol sXriu nol
field must malce an adcounting of the influences of Maurice,
Kingsley, Westcott, Clifford Hughes, Campbell, and others from
the ranks of the clergy; and of Lord Shaftesbury, George Bernard
Shaw, G. H, Wells, Sidney Webb, and Annie Besant, from among the
lelty. These, according to their ability, have served, doubt-
lessly, with the very fullest devotion. But unquestionably, the
beginning of this social upheaval was with Ruskin and Carlyle,
Emanating from such a dignified source—from one of wealth and
education—Ruskin’ s message naturally received from the
cultured classes a very wide reading. Thus the ’’germs of whole-
some ferment” began their working in the upper as well as the
lo'wer strata of society. The real signification to the whole
social movement, of thus having its cry voiced by a prophet of such
commanding position and ability, has by no means been fully
appreciated
.
In carrying forward the agitation begun by Mr, Ruskin and his
contemporaries, the Fabian Society ha.s rendered conspicuous service.
This society was founded in I8S4. It has remained non-political, not
allying itself with any particular party. Yet it has largely in-
spired the "Independent Labor" movement in politics. Lectures and
tracts are its favorite methods of propaganda. Unquestionably it
has been the inspirer of most of those now prominent in English
social reform movements.
The recent social legislation by the British parliament will be
the better understood if seen in the light of the political changes
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whio’a msiie this legislation possible. In I906 the Tory Govern-
ment, which largely had stood for the old regime, was decisively
defea.ted. Such remarkable "Labor” strength wa.s shown in the
struggle that the Liberal party coming to power fused with the
moderate socialists. Previous to that time the members of
parliament, sa.ve the cabinet ministers, received no pay. This had
made practically impossible the election of cny who w;^re not
financially independent. However, trades unions, by collections
among their members, assured the support of those not independent
who might be elected, Randolph Churchill, who had served in the
Eoer we.8
,
was me.de Chancellor of the Excheq.uer, He presented a.
budget which greatly displeased the "Lords", a.s it aimed at the
overthrow of certain special privilSe,es concerning which tho-t body
won psrticulorly sensitive. The budget was rejected, but to their
own hurt, for the ensuing election returned the liberals, pledged
to greatly reduce the powers and prerogatives of the Lords, which
pledge was fa.ithfully kept, A bill was introduced providing a
living salary for all members of parlia.nent. To provide for this
increased expenditure, the income tax was readjusted as was the
tariff on tea, tobacco, wines, end other luxuries. In I90S, Lloyd
George, a genuine radica.l, was made che.ncellor. He received
conspicuous help from John Burns, the great le.bor leader, who had
risen from a. common dock le.bcrer to a seat in the cabinet—an
unperalleled thing in English history. Together they worked out
the extra,ordinary social legisle.tion which was pe.ssed in I9II*
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Having thus hastily observed this reform movement from the
political side of its development, it is now in order to study
some of the more prominent features of its program of legislation.
Before IS50, England had endeavored by legislation to
impose some restrictions upon the hours and the conditions of
labor in her mines and factories. The decades between IS50 and
IS70 saw a stesdy enlargement of the scope of these laws.
However, public opinion had not yet come to the support of any very
radical position. In iSjS, the "Factory and Workshop Consolidation
Act" was passed which substituted for all former laws a com-
prehensive code for the regulation of all industrial establish-
ments, This code gave increased attention to the welfare of all
toilers; but especially to the welfare of women and children.
Subsequent acts were passed in the interest of labor, until
Great Britain probably now has a more elabore.te code of factory
laws than any nation of the world.
In lS97 > "Workmen’s Compensation Act" was passed. This
act provided "that in case of accident to a workman causing death,
or incapacitating him for a period of more than two weeks, com-
pensation in proportion to the wages he formerly earned should be
paid by the employer as a matter of course, unless ’serious and
wilful misconduct’ on the part of the workman could be shown to
have existed." This act was somewhat changed in I906, but the
change was in the interests of the laborer, awarding compensa.tion
for all injuries.
In I90S, a "Children’s Act" was passed providing for an
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cfreotive official supervision of all institutions wherein
children vzere confined. It aimed chiefly to prevent cruelty.
Provisions were mede for a juvenile court, and for regulating
the se.le of tobacco to children, while any child under fourteen
was prohibited from entering a saloon.
The most radical and far-reaching social legisla-tion
,
however, was that passed December 6, 1911 j known as ”Lloyd
George's Insurance Bill." This so fully incorporated some of
the tenets of Ruskin's social creed, that, had he been alive,
he might well have been suspected of being its real a.uthor. It
consisted of three parts, the first of which was a scheme of
compulsory insurance against sickness and break-down. About
fourteen millions people come within its scope. It affects a.ll
who have received less then eight hundred dollars per year.
The second part of the bill consisted of a. scheme of
compulsory insurance a.gelnst unemployment, and affects about two
and one-half millions. Here, e.s with the insura.nce against
sickness, the funds are to be provided by contributions from
the employer, from the individual, and from the state.
The third pert of the bill set a.side seven e.nd one-half
millions dollars with which to wage war against tuberculosis, one
of the chief enemies of the laboring population.
That the wave of social reform will here be stayed is
iiripossible. Agitation will go on. Other evils will be corrected.
The profound interest being ta.ken in the infant science of
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9f!o tSleoXifOiocfud denia^a *iaw 9s«w od doidw ddXw aifiXIob enotCrXra
.aoidaXirqoq 3n£"toiaX add to eaiaaa© taido odd to
'v,'
8i beyede scf a-jari Xliw tmotwT XaXooe to svaw odd dadT
"*9
.
fesdoi ^noo od Xliw eXive ToddO .no 03 XX1« noidadlgA .-aXcfX8aoi,ai
.'
.
to aoneXce dnataX 6rid n£ ne^iod aiilecf daeiad/ii b^lfoto^q edT
r.l
.
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cugenics is hing that civilization is awakening to the vital
import of Ruskin’s message about the pre-natal as well as the
post-nate.l education of children. The rapidly growing protest
against the disfiguring of na.tural scenery by either the
thriftless owner or the vulgar advertiser, is indication tha.t
Ruskin’s words about beauty as a minister to human life have
not altogether lost. And the almost universal interest in the
twin problems of the living wa.ge, and the proper housing of
the poor, is proof that his pleadings have not wholly fallen
upon heavy ears
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